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poetry in the ESL classroom
focusing on learner objectives
mary ann christison snow college

within the ESLEFL teaching
profession there are many teachers who
integrate poetry in their lesson planning
and classroom activities this is evi-
denced by the increased number of papers
on poetry at TESL conferences as well as
the recent popularity of teacher resource
books written on the subject the
stimulus for this article is based on
concern for why teachers choose to include
poetry in their lessons as well as what
methods and techniques they use to present
poetry in the classroom

arguments for poetry use

there are several arguments teachers can
use to justify the inclusion of poetry in
the ESL class two of the most promi-
nent arguments can be summarized in
terms of either literary elitism or practical
strategy

the literary elitist view of poetry in the
language classroom has been that good
poetry is part of a vast body of literature
that represents the best the english
language has to offer the prestigious
position that such literature occupies in
our society and the implied relationship
between literature and the TESL
profession seem to be justification enough
for including poetry in the ESL
curriculum this argument centers on the
value and importance of the poetry itself

supporters of this argument have
usually been trained in the literary

tradition they have mastered the terms
and techniques of literary criticism

the second argument represents the
practical side it states that poetry is a
useful tool for second language acquisi-
tion providing the learner with opportuni-
ties for discussion and language
development this point of view seems
to focus more on the learner than on the
poetry itself

adherence to one point of view over
another can lead teachers to value poetry in
the ESL classroom in two very different
ways this is true regardless of the
method or technique being used let me
give an illustration

two examples

these two points of view were clearly
yet unknowingly demonstrated by two
presenters at a recent ESL conference the
presenters shall remain anonymous my
intention in providing a brief overview of
the two presentations is not to criticize or
praise either presenter but rather to
demonstrate how the two points of view
characterized above ultimately affect the
way the poetry is presented in the
classroom

both presenters used a clozealoze technique
the first presenter used a short poem
about a visitor she began by explaining
that she had selected the poem not only
because it was a favorite of hers but also
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because her students had been talking
about visitors some of them had had
outoftownout guestsof ortown were expecting
family from home countries to visit them
in the future As the subject was of high
interest to her students the poetry activity
naturally complemented their previous
discussions the presenter gave us a clozealoze
version of the poem leaving out certain
key words we were told to discuss what
words we thought would best fit in the
blanks there could be more than one
correct answer and many different answers
were expected the discussion with our
colleagues and the reasons for selecting the
words were most important after the
small group discussion we shared
responses with the large group the
presenter stated that she had been delighted
with the response to the poem in her
class three students subsequently wrote
unsolicited poems in english to share
with the class

the second presenter also used a clozealoze
procedure but in a slightly different
manner to begin with this presenter did
not provide us with any rationale for the
selection of the poem aside from the fact
that it was considered a great poem
certain key words had again been left out
of the passage we were asked to decide
which word to place in each blank there
was only one specific word for each blank
the correct choice being based on elements
of literary criticism we were not asked to
work in small cooperative groups to share
possibilities but instead were asked to
offer our individual ideas to the presenter
in the large group As a group we were
not very successful in supplying the
correct word we failed to pay attention to
alliteration cadence rhyme scheme
meter etc after a few minutes the
presenter stopped asking for our ideas and

simply lectured and explained why the
words the author had used were the best
ones according to the methods of literary
criticism each choice was carefully
examined the presenter did not comment
on how his students had responded to this
activity

an analysis of differences

after the presentations were over I1

attempted to analyze where they had
differed there was of course the
obvious difference in the fundamental
point of view regarding poetry in the
language classroom one clozealoze activity
had supported the literary elitist
viewpoint I1 do not remember the content
of the poem he used but I1 do remember
explanations about alliteration meter
rhyme scheme etc that was I1 am sure
what he had intended the other presenter
held to the practical strategist viewpoint
with the clozealoze activity using the poem to
draw out the language and gather personal
opinions and ideas I1 remember almost
everything about the content of this poem
this was also what she had wanted me to

gain from the activity

we could say that both teachers had set
very definite teaching goals and had also
apparently met them however teaching
objectives are only onehalfone ofhalf the
teachinglearningteaching paradigmlearning and only one
side of successful teaching if good
teaching is also characterized by helping
learners progress toward their own
objectives as quickly and efficiently as
possible then there are other questions
that good teachers must ask themselves
what are the learners objectives are theme
teaching objectives consistent with the
learners objectives if they are not what
options do I1 give the learner in the
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classroom situation to control the content
to be learned the answers to these
questions provide the crux of the difference
between these two approaches the
difference was a focus on the learner Is the
use of poetry in the classroom with the
chief objective being to teach literary
criticism limited from the learners
perspective if we look at learners
objectives we will find most likely that
there are few students in ESL for whom
literary criticism is a primary goal
because the presenter mentioned nothing
about his students with regard to either the
selection of the poem or their reaction to
the poem we were led to believe that we
were participating on the teachers terms
our task was to follow the teachers
directives the learning adjusted to the
teaching

the approach of the first speaker was
much broader in scope she focused on
presenting and using poetry in the ESL
classroom as a means of building
comprehension and developing oral and
written skills by relating the poetry to the
students building comprehension and
developing oral andor written skills are
goals for all language learners because
the learners were considered in both the
selection and reaction in this activity and
were also given freedom to control and
content we were participating on our own
terms the teacher only facilitated the
learning process teaching adjusted to the
learning

literary criticism in the ESL classroom
can also be limiting in content choosing
poetry on the basis of its literary worth
often entails a preference for the obscure
and highly symbolic and can exclude the
literature many teachers have found most
effective in the ESL classroom this

includes the works of those who are not
literary critics and who are not members of
the literary elite such as the workingclassworking
writer

class
and contemporary poetry of women

or blacks and other ethnic groups

conclusions

because ESL is such a diverse
profession with students from different
language groups and teachers in different
teaching environments it is impossible to
mandate for everyone what is correct or
incorrect classroom procedure or choice of
content however one point remains
clear in my mind As good teachers we
must continue to ask ourselves questions
that involve the learnerslearner sneedsneeds and goals if
we are to strike a more careful balance
between teaching and learning between
teacher objectives and learner objectives
between teacher control and learner
control ie

1 are the students interested in the sub-
ject matter of the poem how can I1

use the poem to tie in with a previous
discussion

2 does my work with the poem help to
build comprehension does it devel-
op oral or written skills that my stu-
dents will need

3 will the learners value the concepts I1

am addressing in the poem eg dis-
cussion on visitors vs a lecture on
various elements of literary analysis

4 how can the poem be related to the
students lives past experiences and
personal values

5 are the needs of my students being
met how do I1 know

learnersneeds
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6 how can my students share in select-
ing content for their lessons

our choice of poetry is only justified if
it meets in some way the needs and goals
of our students of the two arguments
presented in this paper as justification for
including poetry in the ESL classroom
only the argument for practical strategy
considers the learners objectives in a
major way literary criticism can only be
an acceptable ESL classroom activity
when it too considers the learners
expressed needs and objectives in other
words it must be an expressed need of the
learners

ESL students enjoy poetry and can
benefit from the inclusion of poetry in the

classroom when teachers select poetry
and choose methods of implementation
with their learners world in mind they
not only give students the best the
english language has to offer but also
utilize one of the most valuable tools we
have for language acquisition
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